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Dear Ms Barone, 

DRAFT SYDNEY DEVELOPMENT CONTROL PLAN REVIEW: LATE NIGHT 
TRADING 

The Office of the NSW Small Business Commissioner (OSBC) is focused on supporting and 
improving the operating environment for small businesses throughout NSW. We 
advocate on behalf of small businesses, provide mediation and dispute resolution 
services, speak up for small business in government, and make it easier to do 
business through policy harmonisation and reform. 

The OSBC recognises the importance of the issues with which the Late Night 
Trading Development Control Plan (DCP) is concerned. With more of the NSW 
population looking to engage in activities throughout the night,1  myriad of small 
businesses in the hospitality, creative arts, retail, and transport industries have come 
to depend on a successful night-time economy. Vibrant, diverse, and welcoming 
after hours trading is as important to City of Sydney as anywhere in New South 
Wales. The City is home to a notably large share of our state's economic activity,2  
prominently including many of Greater Sydney's traditional and emerging night-time 
precincts. In addition to sustaining established operators, a healthy night-time 
economy can drive economic growth for our largest city.3  

While business is the heartbeat of any thriving night-time economy, supportive policy 
and regulation is a necessary prerequisite. The importance of government support 
for night trading, while satisfying concurrent policy concerns, is particularly significant 
- even imperative - for many businesses in City of Sydney. The NSW Government's 
2014 reforms to liquor licensing laws, affecting major late night precincts within the 
City, have correlated with reduced foot traffic,4  decreased night-time spending 
across multiple industries,5  and a net loss of 176 licensed premises inside the local 
government area.6  Consumer spending in central Sydney at night-time is 
proportionally lower than for many other global cities.' Responsive, supportive policy 
at both the local and state levels is therefore necessary to ensure a successful night 
economy for Sydney into the future. 

It is for these reasons that the OSBC has long supported measures to grow the 
night-time economy in Sydney and throughout the state, including through our 
membership of the NSW Government's Sydney Night Time Economy Task Force. 



Indeed, we strongly supported proposals elucidated in City of Sydney's 2017 'An 
Open and Creative city discussion paper, for extended trading hours and night-time 
cultural activities.8  We also applaud the NSW Government's recent announcement of 
$1.5 million in grants, together with red tape reduction measures, to stimulate the 
night-time economy in Sydney and across the state. 

In turn, we welcome the City's intent to facilitate more diverse trading over longer 
hours through updating the DCP.9  The proposed amendments will undoubtedly 
serve those objectives well. The OSBC commends the City for its proposals, and for 
the considerable engagement with local business-owners and other stakeholders 
that has informed them.19  We hope an amended DCP will function as an important 
step towards realising the potential of our largest city's night-time economy. 

We offer the following additional comments on particular proposals in the draft DCP: 

Extended trading hours 

The OSBC supports City of Sydney's proposal to allow longer 'base' and extended 
trading hours for low and high impact licensed premises in all parts of the LGA.11  
This is the most appropriate response to the overwhelming demand for extended 
trading hours, from local businesses as well as residents.12  

The provision of extended trading hours to businesses on a trial basis remains an 
appropriate means of allowing later trading while incentivising responsible and 
compliant venue management. We welcome the draft DCP's increased focus on 
complaints against a business that have been substantiated, when assessing 
applications for extended hours.13  

Moreover, as successful night-time economies support a wide range of offerings, 
including but not limited to those provided by licensed premises, we support the 
proposed inclusion of unlicensed premises in the late night trading DCP.14  Given the 
lower impact of these premises on local amenity, it is appropriate that their 
permissible extend into the late night across all sections of the council area. 

However, provisions allowing extended trading hours for licensed premises and 
standalone gyms situated in local centres, on condition that they provide entry and 
egress onto a main street,18  may result in undue restrictions for a small number of 
businesses. As most current and proposed local centres are neighbourhood high 
streets,18  we accept that noise associated with the late-night customer movements 
should be confined to commercial areas. Nonetheless, a high street business located 
on a corner block may offer entry and egress via a side door. Use of this access 
point is highly likely to have no greater noise impact than entry and exit via the main 
street itself. The amended DCP should therefore allow for an exemption from the 
requirement for main street entry and exit, on a case-by-case basis. 

Recommendation: The amended development control plan should afford Council 
discretion to grant exemptions from the requirement that licensed premises and 
standalone gyms seeking extended trading hours provide entry and egress via a 
main street only. 
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New and expanded late-night precincts 

The OSBC strongly supports proposals to deliver a new and expanded precincts 
allowing for later trading hours across the City of Sydney.17  We note that local 
businesses and residents are again united in their support for expanding late-night 
areas within the LGA.18  

The proposal for creation of a late night precinct, potentially allowing 24-hour trade 
for all businesses near Botany Road, Green Square19  is especially welcome - given 
respondents to the City's engagement study supported later trading and new and 
expanded late-night precincts in this area more than any other.2°  The proposal for a 
new local centre in Surry Hills, near Central Station,21  is also fitting, given the 
emergence of a number of popular small bars in that area over recent years.22  

Creative arts-specific measures 

The draft DCP's particular focus on supporting music and creative arts businesses, 
and the provision of venues hosting the same, is both welcome and very timely. 
Music and creative activities are recognised as an important part of a vibrant night-
time economy. The industry is also dominated by small operators.23  Yet the recent 
Parliamentary Inquiry into the music and arts economy in NSW found that the state 
is experiencing a "music venue crisis",24  and recommended prompt and multifaceted 
action to drive increased provision of creative venues.28  A plurality of Sydneysiders 
have also indicated they would spend more on evening music and theatre activities if 
more options were available.28  

We therefore welcome the proposed amendments providing that the policy intends to 
support creative and cultural activities,27  and making venue provision a criterion for 
determining trading hours.28  We also welcome the draft DCP's recognition that 
dedicated performance venues may have low or very low impact on public amenity.29  

The OSBC is also an ongoing advocate of reforms that allow for the adaptable use of 
all commercial space, to further boost the stock of creative venues. The proposal to 
allow an additional operating hour to businesses, other than dedicated performance 
venues, on days they host creative activities30  is an innovative means of achieving 
this same end. 

Simplified venue management provisions 

The burden of regulatory compliance is particularly acute for resource-strained small 
businesses.31  For this reason, we advocate the streamlining and simplification of 
regulation wherever appropriate. The proposed abolition of the 'premises 
management checklist',3  to deliver an integrated set of venue management criteria, 
is highly consistent with these principles. So too is the proposed abolition of 
numerous plan of management criteria33  which appear either onerous or irrelevant to 
the objectives of the DCP. 

As regulation should be appropriately targeted, we are further supportive of 
amendments providing that security and safety plans may only be required by 
licensed venues and nearby food and drink prernises.34  
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The OSBC would welcome further engagement with City of Sydney as it progresses 
with development and implementation of the revised DCP. To discuss the ongoing 
reform project or this submission, please contact Thomas Mortimer, Senior Advisor, 
Advocacy and Strategic Projects, on (02) 8222 4196 or 
thomas.mortimersmallbusiness.nsw.gov.au. 

Yours sincerely 

Kylie Bryden-Smith 
Acting NSW Small Business Commissioner 

/ 0 January 2019 
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